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BIOGRAPHY OCTOBER 10, 2003

Restore the whore

KARL KRAUS. Die Biographie. Friedrich Rothe.

423pp. Munich: Piper. 24.90euros.

– 3 492 04173 6.

Is Karl Kraus, as the novelist Hermann Broch claimed,

one of those modernist authors subsumed by their

work, a writer without a life? Since only a handful of

brief biographies has appeared since his death in 1936,

one might suppose that Broch, who was after all a

younger Viennese contemporary of the satirist, got it

right. Yet Kraus’s reputation remains both unsettled and

unsettling. He is celebrated as a brilliant satirical writer

and prescient critic of the power of the mass media. At

the same time, he is categorized as a self-hating Jewish

intellectual capable of manipulating the darkest

registers of anti-Semitic rhetoric. These complexities

and unresolved issues cry out for a comprehensive

critical biography.

Leo A. Lensing

https://www.the-tls.co.uk/article-section/biography/
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Once when a new acquaintance, familiar with Kraus

only from his polemical texts, expressed surprise at his

mild demeanour in person, the satirist explained that

his chutzpah came into play only after he sat down to

write.His severest critics, of whom there has been no

shortage, continue to insist that the chutzpah persisted

far beyond the writing desk. It was not until the

publication in 1974 of the letters to the Bohemian

Baroness Sidonie Nadherny von Borutin, the object of

Kraus’s passionate attention from the day of their first

meeting in 1913, and then his correspondent and

occasional companion for the rest of his life, that the

private person behind the implacable writer and Editor

of Die Fackel came into view.

A “new Karl Kraus” was revealed, as Elias Canetti

observed, a vulnerable, lovesick man willing to make

personal compromises that conflicted with his public

stance as an oppositional figure. The letters to Sidonie

Nadherny, the bulk of which were written during the

First World War, also allow, however, fascinating

glimpses of the righteous moral rage that fuelled the

composition of The Last Days of Mankind, the great

anti-war drama that Kraus began writing in 1915. The
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exposure of the complicity between those who wage

war and those who report it, which is at the centre of

this satirical masterpiece based on newspaper articles

and other public misinformation, has never seemed

more relevant. Gas-masked reporters and “embedded”

journalists cavorted their way through Kraus’s

apocalyptic documentary long before they appeared on

the BBC and CNN. Kraus also exposed himself in his

drama as the “Norgler” or Grumbler, a powerful, but

not invincible commentator who interrupts the

catastrophic action and attempts to make sense of it in a

series of dialogues with a representative Habsburg

loyalist called the “Optimist”. The innovative

fictionalized alter ego anticipated the alienation

strategies of Brecht’s Epic Theatre, but it also

represented a bold act of autobiography. The Grumbler

is, of course, not identical with Kraus, and the

differences are telling.

A major biographical work that announces itself with

the definite article might be expected to begin with

some conceptual discussion of these dualities and

tensions.
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Instead, Friedrich Rothe plunges into his biography

with Hitler’s tanks rumbling into Austria on March 12,

1938, almost two years after his subject’s death. The

more one reads, the more this looks like a diversionary

tactic.

Rothe’s biographical meanderings, unlike the German

Army, never quite reach Vienna, certainly not the

vibrant cultural metropolis in which Kraus came of age.

Instead the narrative intermittently veers back towards

Berlin. The German capital is the explicit focus of two

of the book’s eight chapters as well as the favoured

locus of the first, in which Kraus’s relationship to

Brecht, his adaptations of Offenbach operettas for

Berlin radio, and his reaction to Hitler and the Nazi rise

to power are among the interesting topics treated. The

focus on Berlin is perhaps the key to Rothe’s otherwise

unarticulated conception of the life. Kraus the reluctant

modernist and unlikely leftist is more easily explained

in the context of the German metropolis where

modernity and modernism, in the author’s view, were a

closer match than in the Habsburg imperial capital.

Vienna functions in this biography like the wallpaper
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on a computer screen.

Little attention is given to the intricate networks of

experts, informants, photographers, printers and local

contributors who supported the research and production

of Die Fackel (The Torch), the journal published

between 1899 and

1936 which amounted to some 23,000 pages of satirical

text and which constitute a kind of cultural biography

of Central Europe in the first third of the twentieth

century.

Georg Jahoda, the printer of Die Fackel from 1901 until

his death in 1926, for example, is characterized by a

single rhetorical flourish as though his papers in the

German Literary Archive in Marbach did not contain

hundreds of notes, telegrams and other terse

communications that document the day-to-day

operation of the journal and, on occasion, the private

life of its Editor. A valuable example of the former is a

directive from Kraus describing a revision in one of the

Shakespeare quotations that begin “Sexual Morality

and Criminal Justice”, his brilliant indictment of the
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Austrian legal system’s collusion in the sexual double

standards operating in Vienna and elsewhere at the turn

of the century.

For the verse “Why dost thou lash that whore? Strip

thine own back” from King Lear, Kraus insisted on

filling in the blanks in the German translation of what

he called “the prudish H_____” (for “Hure” or

“whore”) and added: “Please make the change.

Shakespeare will authorize it”.

Things Jewish in Kraus’s life and work receive close

scrutiny chiefly in a chapter en- titled “A ‘Jewish Anti-

Semite’?” in which obvious pitfalls such as the dubious

category of “Jewish self-hatred” are avoided. There is,

nevertheless, something more akin to statistics than

analysis in Rothe’s attempt to account for the

frequently vituperative anti-Jewish rhetoric in Die

Fackel. On the one hand, he does name anti-Semitic

names such as Houston Stewart Chamberlain, the

British born philosophical author of the racist-

nationalist tractate The Foundations of the Nineteenth

Century (1899) who was a prominent contributor in the
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early years of Die Fackel. On the other hand, he

demonstrates that the polemics against famous Jewish

journalists did not always focus on their ethnic

background. Excluded from this tally, which has been

totted up before to better effect, is the Budapester

Orpheumgesellschaft. Despite the name, this was a

Viennese acting troupe that specialized in farces and

variety shows performed in “Judisch-Deutsch”, a

Yiddish-inflected German. Kraus paid tribute to these

modest mimes in Die Fackel and to their talented

director, the comedian and impersonator Heinrich

Eisenbach.

Eisenbach’s comically inventive performances with

their transformation of lowly “Jewish jargon” into

highly suggestive art are an important neglected factor

in the satirist’s construction of his own literary identity.

Given the intense focus on sexuality in Kraus’s earlier

work, particularly the aphorisms with their celebration

of the eroticism of poetic language, their defence of

“perversity”, and their bold juxtapositions of male and

female qualities, the sexual proclivities and

relationships of this author demand the kind of scrutiny
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that most biographers are more than willing to supply.

Rothe generally takes the high road, devoting

substantial discussions only to those women in Kraus’s

life who also functioned as muses. In addition to

Sidonie Nadherny and the young actress Annie Kalmar,

his first, idealized love who died of tuberculosis at the

age of twenty-three, this includes Berthe Maria Denk,

another actress who for a time skilfully manoeuvred

between Kraus’s affections and those of the

controversial dramatist Frank Wedekind; and Mechtilde

Lichnowsky, a self-confident author in her own right

who did not accept this role passively.

Rothe nevertheless assumes they had a sexual

relationship, for which there is no compelling evidence.

Less easily idealized is the messy relationship Kraus

had with Irma Karczewska.

This aspiring young cabaret performer, whom he

apparently picked up on the street because she

reminded him of Annie Kalmar, joined the writer’s

circle in
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1905 at the age of fifteen and soon had sexual relations

with at least three of its members. In several letters to

Kraus written in 1906, Erich Muhsam, the anarchist

writer, calls her “das Tierchen” (“the little animal”) and

makes it clear that he thinks he has her to thank for a

case of gonorrhoea. Karczewska is omitted from this

biography altogether despite her central role in what

Kraus himself called “this darkest hysteria chapter in

the novel of my literary life”. A reference in an

encyclopedia article on “Austrian Literature” to a

roman a clef published in 1910 by the young physician

Fritz Wittels, in which Kraus, Irma Karczewska and

other members of the satirist’s circle are crudely

caricatured, provoked this cryptic, but biographically

intriguing remark in Die Fackel in 1918. Kraus went on

to reveal that the “medical” origins of the novel were

recorded in court proceedings and in “love letters”

written to him by the author.

What biographer could or should resist such material?

This scandal and its protracted resolution lead, after all,

directly to Freud and to Kraus’s critique of

psychoanalysis. Fritz Wittels belonged for a brief,

heady period both to Freud’s Wednesday Society,
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where he presented his infamous pseudoscientific

screed “The ‘Fackel’ Neurosis”, and to the inner circle

of Kraus’s contributors.

Not surprisingly, he failed to prosper as the intellectual

servant of these two uncompromising taskmasters. The

omission of Karczewska and Wittels presumably

explains why Freud, too, figures only in passing and in

terms that do not begin to do justice to the depth and

complexity of his interaction with Kraus.

Excluded entirely is an account of their later,

fundamental rift. After Kraus had published a series of

aphoristic attacks in Die Fackel, including a definition

of psychoanalysis as “the occupation of aroused

rationalists who trace everything in the world to sexual

causes with the exception of their occupation”, Freud

issued what amounted to a gagging order. He even

warned members of the Vienna Psychoanalytic Society

not to discuss the “Kraus Affair” in private. This did

not prevent the satirist from continuing his witty

assaults on the movement, and in one later aphorism he

personalized the satire with an onomastic pun directed

against the founding father himself. Playing on the
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contrast between the meaning of Freud (Freude = joy)

and Ernst (= earnestness), Kraus insinuated that the

uninhibited youth of his day would be better off with

“Sigi Ernst”, a much-advertised local “Condom King”,

than with “Sigi Freud”.

What is missing in Rothe’s biography is ultimately,

despite the substantial lacunae documented here, less

troubling that what is included. Kraus’s texts are

occasionally misquoted, provided with incorrect titles,

and cited with botched references, and this in a book

about an author who once declared, with only mild

exaggeration, that one day an “n” creating a false dative

would kill him. More than once, the satirist’s irony is

simply misunderstood, for example, when a note in Die

Fackel identifying the architect Adolf Loos as a

contributor to the Viennese daily Neue Freie Presse is

interpreted as a barb against one of Kraus’s closest

friends rather than a side-swipe at the powerful

newspaper.

There is a different kind of irony in the fact that

Rothe’s own ornamental style would have made him

more at home in the Neue Freie Presse than in Die
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Fackel.

Kraus would never have let either the promiscuous

literary judgement or the homogenizing simile in the

statement “Alfred Kerr, Frank Wedekind and Heinrich

Mann wrote a prose pointed like a stiletto” go

unpunished. Remarks describing Ludwig Wittgenstein

indicate an even more serious problem: “Not only the

artillery specialist demonstrated total combat readiness;

the courage of the author who attacked the Tractatus

Logico-Philosophicus resembled a strong application of

military technology”.

Similar metaphorical conflations of literary prowess

and military know-how provoked Kraus’s most

stringent critique both in 1914 and in 1933.

Needless to say, there is no need for a translation of

Friedrich Rothe’s biography. Its warning example,

however, should make the English-speaking world all

the more anxious for the sequel to Edward Timms’s

study of the “apocalyptic satirist”. The focus of the

second volume, on the tragedy of the so-called

German-Jewish symbiosis that overshadowed the
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second half of Kraus’s career, promises to lead us into

the troubled heart of what the satirist once called

“darkest Austria”.


